Remember, the original band plan had five clears per region.
With two clears in Chicago, that city already had its maximum, yet
Chicago eventually wound up with four Class I‐A clears.
Here is how it got one of the two additional ones ...
WBBM and KFAB were in a time‐sharing arrangement on 770 kHz with the
24‐hour day being broken down into nine 160‐minute periods, or it
could have been nine 120 minute periods. Anyway, it was nine periods
of a certain equal duration, with the total broadcast day being 24
hours if those periods were 160 minutes or with the total broadcast
day being 18 hours if those periods were 120 minutes.
WBBM was assigned five such periods while KFAB, then of Lincoln, was
assigned four such periods, thereby completing the broadcast day.
Rather than alternate every two hours, or so, a la WBAP and WFAA with
each station receiving "equal, but separate" time on 820 kHz, and
with the other using 570 kHz (which one of the two time‐sharers had
purchased and then moved from Wichita Falls to Dallas, not unlike the
relatively recent move of 620 kHz from Wichita Falls to Dallas), the
WBBM and KFAB time‐sharing arrangement was "unequal, but un‐separate".
The spacing between WGN and WBBM was the usual 50 kHz, just as there
was 50 kHz between WMAQ (670 kHz) and WGN (720 kHz), which were the
original full‐time clears in Chicago.
I suppose CBS decided it needed an affiliate in the Omaha general
area, so rather than WBBM powering‐off every 120 or 160 minutes so
KFAB could power‐on, with each station remaining silent during
alternate 120 or 160 minute periods, both stations were operated
simultaneously, with KFAB and WBBM being operated in synchronous mode.
However, that left WBBM in a somewhat inflexible position vis a vis
the other Chicago clears, so CBS hatched an ingenious plan.
First, it bought WBT, which was not time‐sharing, and had 100 percent
of its schedule as a Class I‐A clear.
Second, it sought approval to break‐down WBT to what would later be
termed a Class I‐B.

Third, it brokered a deal whereby KFAB would receive 100 percent of
the broadcast day on what is now 1110 kHz (shared with WBT, but
directionalized and protecting WBT), PROVIDED KFAB vacate, FOREVER,
770 kHz.
OK, this now gave WBBM 100 percent of 770 kHz, but what to do with WBT?
Fourth, WBT, still under CBS' ownership, was required to
directionalize, protecting KFAB, now of Omaha.
However, CBS sold WBT before any the required facilities changes
could be implemented in Charlotte, and, anyway, there was no
allocation for strategic materials during WW‐II, so WBT operated with
50 kW during days, but 10 kW during nights, while KFAB operated with
50 kW during all hours, but directionalized at night.
In return for accepting this "interference", as KFAB was sending zero
kW towards Charlotte, nights, but WBT was sending 10 kW towards
Omaha, nights, KFAB received an extended non‐directional broadcast
day, which persists to this day.
Eventually, after the conclusion of WW‐II many years later, WBT was
finally able to fulfill its obligation to directionalize, thereby
sending zero kW towards Omaha, nights.
Two additional towers, which were supposedly duplicates of the
original, and formerly the sole tower at Charlotte, one of the
infamous Blaw‐Knoxes, were installed in a DA‐N configuration, using
plans for the original WBT tower as Blaw‐Knox was now out of the
tower business.
Presumably, this construction was done under the/a successor to CBS,
most probably Jefferson‐Pilot, but as far as is known it was not done
by CBS, and was not paid for by CBS.
Presumably, the sale of WBT to the first successor included a
"covenant to complete" the mandated construction "when it became
possible to do so", which I am advised was in the very late 1940s, or
possibly in 1950.
So, so ended the time‐sharing arrangement between WBBM and KFAB, and

also so ended the career of yet another Class I‐A, this one being in
the South.
The ending of the careers of five Class I‐A clears allocated to the
West (640, 680, 790/810, 830/850 and 970/1000) has been documented
earlier.
Oh, and the newly built Blaw‐Knox duplicates proved to be inferior to
the original, as both failed during a recent storm.
These were apparently rebuilt in‐kind, and, hopefully, these will
stand as long as their siblings.

